Nutrition care for patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy for weight loss.
Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is a bariatric surgery in which 60% to 80% of the stomach is removed longitudinally, resulting in a smaller stomach that takes the shape of a "sleeve." The mechanism for weight loss is gastric restriction and possible neurohormonal changes resulting from lower levels of ghrelin (an appetite-stimulating hormone), as a consequence of removing the gastric fundus. LSG may be more desirable than laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding because there is no foreign object inside the abdomen and no need for postsurgery appointments to adjust the band. LSG may be preferred over Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) because LSG is a less complicated operation that does not result in dumping syndrome or malabsorption, yet weight loss is comparable to RYGB. While LSG is suggested to have advantages over the commonly performed laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding and RYGB, there are no long-term (>5 years) outcomes and few studies specific to nutrition care for LSG patients. This article will present a protocol for pre- and postsurgery nutrition care for LSG and the important role the registered dietitian plays in the multidisciplinary team. Postsurgery diet progression from liquids to solids during 6 to 8 weeks should focus on meeting protein and fluid needs. In addition, LSG patients are at risk for nutrient deficiencies due to decreased hydrochloric acid and intrinsic factor from removed parietal cells and reduced dietary intake due to decreased ghrelin levels. Therefore, LSG patients should take daily micronutrient supplements, including vitamin B-12 and potentially supplemental iron, to prevent deficiencies.